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ABSTRACT

The paper explores the concept of standardization of datalink systems and makes a
call for industry involvement in the process of defining an approach to
standardization. The objectives are to reduce the Department of Defense (DoD) cost
of Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) operations, to improve
interoperability, to have the flexibility to meet unique user needs, to have
compatibility with existing systems and standards, and to have the ability to evolve to
a next generation of datalink systems. The paper describes several current DoD
Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP) projects and shows how
dependent and interdependent they are on datalink systems. A new Joint Service
CTEIP project, Standard Interoperable Datalink System (SIDS), will become the
facilitator in the process of defining a standard datalink, including weapon
system/platform telemetry, time-space-position information, target command and
control, voice communications, time correlation data, and possibly video.

BACKGROUND

The origins of datalinks at the Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) go back
to the 1950's with the use of telemetry in test. These datalinks provide information that
is essential for making engineering and safety decisions during test programs. The
characteristics of these datalinks have evolved over the years, and standards have been
established by the Range Commander's Council (RCC) to facilitate testing at various
ranges. Standards were promulgated by the RCC' s Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
(IRIG) and later by the Telemetry Group. The RCC efforts were supported by the
International Foundation for Telemetering (IFT) which sponsored the Telemetry
Standards Coordination Committee (TSCC). The TSCC reviews the standards by



various standards bodies throughout the world and has been proactive in establishing
telemetry architecture and standards since 1960.

Because the primary mission of development test and evaluation is to provide
information for making risk reduction decisions, either in real time for test conduct or
in post test in support of system program management, the test datalinks have been
essential to the success of the mission. Safety of test or critical engineering parameters
for goodness of test conduct were telemetered while other data were recorded on
board and distributed throughout the country following the test. In the early years,
radio frequency bandwidth generally exceeded the need of the test. Multiple telemetry
streams were used to provide increased data bandwidth. Data from a variety of
sources, e.g. on-onboard instrumentation, time-space-positioning, video, etc. were
merged using standard IRIG time to correctly align the information. The operational
test community and the training community have traditionally had less demanding
datalink requirements. Tracking multiple players and passing "kill" information, e.g.
using aerial combat maneuvering instrumentation, was handled with relatively low
bandwidth systems.

CURRENT DATALINK CHALLENGES

Today, test vehicles, such as advanced fighter aircraft, have instrumentation data
bandwidths that far exceed the frequency bandwidth available for telemetry, even
when employing the best data compression schemes. The test vehicles often operate in
regimes that are difficult for traditional datalink architectures to handle, e.g. low
altitude, terrain masking operations over large physical distances. Use of tactical
datalink systems is now common and test telemetry must operate in environments that
include tactical datalinks and electronic emissions of various kinds.

Greater use by commercial sectors has made the frequency spectrum a constrained
resource. The rapid growth in information and communication needs has resulted in
industry looking to new technology to make communication more efficient and more
effective for its customers. Cellular telephones, wireless digital data transmission
systems, high definition television, world wide satellite transmission, high bandwidth
fiber optic links, etc. are experiencing phenomenal growth. These technologies
potentially encroach on traditional test frequency spectra and may impact test datalink
standards. They may provide new opportunities for lower cost, world wide
communication for the test community.

Interoperability has become increasingly important. In past years, interoperability was
sometimes sacrificed due to frequency availability in various parts of the country or
due to unique data protocols. These limitations were handled as special cases and test



projects found appropriate work arounds. Recent challenges by the Joint Chiefs of
Staff (JCS) have resulted in new, more demanding datalink interoperability
requirements. C4I for the Warrior (Command, Control, Communications, Computers,
and Intelligence) is a JCS program that calls for all DoD C4I systems to be
interoperable worldwide. This creates major datalink system design issues in both the
short term and the long term. The JCS has also challenged the test community to be
interoperable with training ranges and compatible with tactical systems. Modeling and
simulation will be a part of this interoperability concept. Consolidation of test and
training range capabilities was part of the challenge. To consolidate capabilities, it is
important to recognize that test datalink systems cannot interfere with weapon system
datalinks and test instrumentation systems must be nonintrusive with mission systems.

CENTRAL TEST AND EVALUATION INVESTMENT PROGRAM

Current range development projects in MRTFB's are increasingly dependent on
datalink systems. The Deputy Director, Test and Evaluation, Test Facilities and
Resources office in the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) manages the Central
Test and Evaluation Investment Program (CTEIP). This program was created to
enhance the commonality and interoperability of DoD test range systems. The CTEIP
funds new developments in test resources and, because of the nature of its projects,
often provides a view of "things to come" in the range community. The presence of
datalink requirements in several CTEIP projects, see Figure 1, underscores the
importance of datalinks to present and future systems. To provide an integrated
architecture for these projects datalink standards must be incorporated.

Figure 1. Project Communications with Standard Interoperability Datalinks

A prime example of the dependency of CTEIP projects on datalinks is the Global
Positioning System (GPS) based Time/Space Positioning Information (TSPI) system,



portrayed in figure 2, developed by the Range Joint Program Office (RAJPO). RAJPO
pod or plate mounted systems can be used for test or for training community tracking
and control. The system is designed to handle multiple players. The secure datalink
design provides a relay concept based on time division multiple access sharing. Other
test vehicles or relay stations can pass information back to central control or to each
other, thereby permitting use when physical blockage constraints would cause loss of.
data from the primary vehicle.

Figure 2. Global Positioning System - Range Applications

An advanced fighter technology vehicle that used the system was a success story for
RAJPO GPS. Control room engineers were able to obtain TSPI information even
when telemetry and radar information was lost due to low level flight in mountainous
terrain. The data were available in real time versus post test. High accuracy was
attained at long distances as opposed to decreasing accuracy inherent in radar systems.
The test vehicle was not confined to local area by radar or cinetheodolite system line
of sight limitations. Timing sources from the GPS satellites became important for
retransmission and standard alignment of data. One extremely important aspect of the
GPS system was that cost was projected to be reduced compared to radar and
cinetheodolite systems by a factor of four.

The Next Generation Target Control System (NGTCS) project (Figure 3) depends on
uplinks and downlinks to control test vehicles and targets and to provide scoring
information. Timing of the response and high single message receipt probability is
essential for safety of flight. The system must provide feedback to ground operators
depending upon application from 30 to 400 milliseconds. NGTCS must operate over
the horizon to support testing, e.g. testing of Navy ship systems with targets. Many



vehicles and ground systems will be active and must be aware of each other's
presence. GPS TSPI information will be an important source of datalinked target
information for engineers, test directors and other test players.

Figure 3. Next Generation Target Control System

The Common Airborne Instrumentation System (CAIS) project (Figure 4) does not
include a datalink as part of its design development, but is dependent on a datalink to
communicate its information. The CAIS must merge various sources of
instrumentation, including transducers, MILSTD 1553 and high speed data buses,
TSPI, voice, video etc., and provide critical real time information to datalinks as well
as preserve all data on on-board recording systems. Very high bandwidth information
on new weapon systems, e.g. advanced tactical fighter aircraft, will likely result in
multiple streams of telemetry information. Frequency bandwidth constraints will be of
significant concern. GPS TSPI will be the standard.

The Standard Interoperable Datalinks System (SIDS) project office is a new CTEIP
office that addresses the interdependence of range developments. CTEIP helps provide
the resources necessary to investigate the needs for datalinks at the ranges and to look
at the feasibility of employing datalink standards in test. The SIDS manager will act
as a facilitator in the process of investigating the potential of establishing appropriate



Figure 4. Common Airborne Instrumentation System

test range datalink standards and of defining an overall architecture for range datalink
systems. The manager will work with the range community and RCC, with telemetry,
communications, aerospace, etc. industry, with the commercial sector, and with the
TSCC in defining datalink needs across the varied range datalink systems. SIDS must
address the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA), DoD, and commercial
standards. The manager must face the challenge of a wide variety of needs, constraints
on frequency bandwidth and increased commercial sector use of the frequency
spectrum, financial constraints, and rapidly changing technology. The unique
characteristics of test must be considered and the resulting cost, schedule and
performance tradeoffs must be made. SIDS will include weapon system/platform
telemetry, voice, TSPI, command and control, video, and timing. SIDS must address
severe MRTFB funding constraints and reduce the long term cost of operation.
Requirements definition studies were the initial priority of the project. The SIDS
office may use datalink technology prototypes at MRTFBs, if appropriate, to assess
the feasibility of datalink standards and architecture.

NEW TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES

The commercial sector has experienced rapid communication and information
processing growth and technology is being exploited to meet the rapidly changing
marketplace needs for capability and capacity increases. Cellular and satellite
transmission systems are growing at a high rate and are using more bandwidth in the
frequency spectrum. Cellular systems have many customers with small bandwidth



needs whereas test systems typically have a few customers with individually higher
bandwidth needs.

Cellular Communication is based on time sharing of information, nonconflicting
frequency allocation, relaying of information, and common definition of protocols
(See Figure 5) RAJPO GPS has a similar concept that uses test vehicles and ground
stations in place of the fixed cellular repeater sites. The RAJPO system uses a single
frequency concept at this time versus multiple cells at various frequencies. Cellular is
expanding to a national and worldwide system that can locate and communicate with
the customer anywhere. This is clearly an interoperability design problem. Cost of
cellular is rapidly dropping because of the large customer base. The size of cellular
systems and variety of systems creates new opportunities for voice and data
transmission the test community. The nature of test information is conducive to time
shared transmission, as evidenced by Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) data systems that
have been in use for twenty years. High PCM data rates were handled by using
multiple words in the data frames. Commercial sector telecommunications technology
might be applicable to test or training systems if real time telemetry data bandwidths
requirements are not high or if multiple data words could be employed to increase
bandwidth..

Figure 5. Cellular and Packet Communications

The tactical community also offers datalink opportunities and challenges. C4I systems
use time shared approach in TActical Digital Information Links (TADIL). The Joint
Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS) is one of the most recent TADIL
systems (TADIL-J) and is used by the DoD and by some of the United States allies.
JTIDS uses the L band of frequency spectrum. This is the same part of the spectrum



commonly used by test vehicle telemetry and RAJPO GPS datalinks. The JTIDS
handles hundreds of users in a secure manner. The data rate for TADIL-J is up to 238
Kbits. TADIL-J uses time division multiple access, similar to RAJPO, to share the
time on the frequency spectrum in a predefined way. A variety of training and tactical
systems will be using TADIL-J. Test datalinks must be able to operate while TADIL
systems are operating without interference to the tactical or test data. Test data may be
able to be communicated on the TADIL-J system. Test ranges may be able to use
existing or modified tactical datalink systems to transmit information at lower cost
than developing a test unique datalink system. The resulting secure test datalink
system might have dual use benefits in the commercial sector.

To achieve a test environment that is closer to reality and lower in cost, testing is
involving more players over a wider physical range and modeling and simulation is
becoming an extension of the test environment. The Defense Modeling and
Simulation Office (DMSO) is providing direction and guidance to the test and training
communities for the use and integration of Advanced Distributed Simulation. Inherent
in this concept are datalink systems that use IEEE standard Protocol Data Units
(PDU). The PDU's translate simulation and real data into merged information on
weapon system displays and translate state-of-the-weapon-system information, e.g.
position or kill status, back to other players and to the simulations.

These were just a few examples of new technologies that can create opportunities or
problems for the test data transmission community. Cellular technology is rapidly
evolving. It may meet some test needs as the commercial sector moves to more secure
digital transmission schemes. Tactical C4I systems may meet needs when test is not in
conflict with tactical or training use. Simulation networks and datalinks protocols will
start defining new levels of virtual reality for testing. Dual use of the datalink
technologies involved in these concepts may benefit both commercial and defense
industry.

INTEROPERABILITY

To realize the benefits of the new technology, systems must be designed to be
interoperable. The DoD's newest MRTFB member, the Joint Interoperability Test
Center (JITC), has been chartered by the JCS to certify that systems in C4I are
interoperable. JITC is part of DISA and is one of the Centers of the Joint
Interoperability Engineering Organization (JIEO). (See Figure 6.) JIEO also has a
Center for Standards that can provide assistance in defining applicable interoperability
standards. JITC has expertise to help definitize interoperability requirements, to plan
appropriate tests, and to analyze interoperability test results. JITC has test tools to
help assess interoperability. DISA, JIEO, and JITC have essential centers of expertise



to participate in the datalink definition process and are the DoD focal points for
standard interoperable information systems.

Figure 6. JIEO / JITC Organization

The MRTFB datalink functional requirements definition and allocation to an
architecture is fundamentally a joint interoperability problem. The CTEIP SIDS
program office is being organized to be a facilitator in this process. It will work with
the Range Commanders Council, JIEO, JITC, industry, and standards groups such as
the Telemetry Standards Coordinating Committee. During its requirements definition
and architecture definition phases, SIDS will have the challenge of working with
commercial and defense organizations with potentially competing interests and
technologies.

CONCLUSION

The change in weapon system technology and tactics, the advent of new
communication technology, and the increased use of datalink frequency spectra
demands the rethinking of how Ranges telemeter information. It may be that, in some
instances, the special demands of test cause special design constraints on the datalink
systems. Understanding unique requirements will help defend a need for a special test
datalink.

There are new demands to reduce the cost of operations. Systems must be economical
and still operate within constraints of environmental, security, and frequency
management. Existing systems must be accommodated. Ground processing equipment
cannot be easily replaced due to the need to deal with existing, peculiar test



instrumentation. Systems must be phased in due to funding constraints. The
constraints of cost and frequency spectra capacity will be significant factors in
datalink standards definition.

The Standard Interoperable Datalink System program office, under the sponsorship of
the OSD Central Test and Evaluation Investment Program, has the task of
investigating the needs in the test community for datalinks. The office will be
assessing the feasibility of developing standards and an architecture that provide
interoperable MRTFB datalinks for the wide variety of test systems. The program
office will act as a facilitator in the needs, standards and architecture definition
process and may prototype appropriate technology concepts at MRTFBs to insure
interoperability and compatibility. This approach for standardization of datalink
systems recognizes the diversity of customers and requirements, the dynamic nature of
these requirements, the onset of new communication technology, and the reality of
imposing various resource constraints. The test community, and in particular, the
telemetry community, is challenged to take a step back, reassess basic datalink needs,
view the datalink process from other points of view, and define new standards for
datalink systems.


